ECHFL01 ... FLOTSAM PENDANT
RRP £148

Flotsam

Connecting past to the present, my Echoes collection is inspired by the coastal landscape that
surrounds us. The textures in rock, the patterns in sand, the ripples in water, directly inform the process
and design of each piece in the collection.
Every item is meticulously handcrafted from the bowls of antique sterling silver teaspoons and 100%
recycled EcoSilver. Just like a pebble found on a beach, the individual pieces are all unique with their
own personal qualities, textures and details.
This year the full Echoes collection comprises of 21 pieces, which can be grouped into 5 separate
micro collections. These each consist of 4 pieces and are entitled Seashore, Ripple, Seafoam,
Rockpool and Urchin. The Flotsam Pendant, pictured above, is the statement piece of the collection
and consists of elements from each of these micro collections.
Pieces in this collection are hallmarked for quality at the Edinburgh Assay Office. Earring posts, bails
and clasps are sterling silver. Pendants hang on sterling silver chains that are either 40cm, 50cm or
76cm in length. Necklets hang on sterling silver cable necklets that are 40cm in length.

Evie Milo . 45 Pettycur Road, Kinghorn Fife KY3 9RN . 07970 538 063
www.milomade.co.uk . orders@milomade.co.uk

Seashore
Each piece in the Seashore range comprises of two elements textured in different ways, which play on
the contrast between light and dark, as well as rough and smooth surfaces. Reminiscent of pebbles
found on the black sand of many Fife beaches.

ECHSS02 ... SEASHORE STUDS

ECHSS01 ... SEASHORE PENDANT
RRP £98

RRP £136

ECHSS03 ... SEASHORE STUDS

ECHSS04 ... SEASHORE DROPS

RRP £50

RRP £50

Ripple
With a constant view of the sea, it's hard to ignore the endless patterns created on the surface of the
water by the wind. The view is always moving, changing and even on a perfectly calm day, it's never
static. The pieces in the Ripple range attempt to capture the constant motion of the water in metal.

ECHRI01 ... RIPPLE BANGLE

ECHRI02 ... RIPPLE NECKLET

RRP £108

RRP £98

ECHRI03 ... RIPPLE RING BAND

ECHRI04 ... RIPPLE STUDS

RRP £80

RRP £40

Seafoam
As you stand on the shoreline and look out to the horizon, don't forget to look down and notice the
thousands, possibly millions of bubbles washing over your feet. This playful dance of shapes is captured in
the drilled pieces of the Seafoam range. Bright brushed silver surfaces are oxidised and dark on the reverse.

ECHSF01 ... SEAFOAM NECLET

ECHSF02 ... SEAFOAM RING

RRP £98

RRP £92

ECHSF03 ... SEAFOAM STUD

ECHSF04 ... SEAFOAM DROPS

RRP £40

RRP £50

Rockpool
Droplets of water form beautiful shadows and light rings within Rockpools. The way they move and
overlap is captured in the pieces in the Rockpool range. Each piece consists of three elements
textured in different ways and juxtaposed to capture that motion and play on light.

ECHRP01 ... ROCKPOOL PENDANT

ECHRP02 ... ROCKPOOL BANGLE

RRP £80

RRP £108

ECHRP03 ... ROCKPOOL DROPS

ECHRP04 ... ROCKPOOL PIN

RRP £50

RRP £96

Urchin
Urchins provide another texture to explore. Fragments found are kept and fondled often. The nodules
and bumps are translated into metal through a process of stamping, oxidising and polishing. Much like
the weathering motion of the sea, the polishing process reveals the beauty of the textures created.

ECHUR01 ... URCHIN NECKLET

ECHUR02 ... URCHIN STUDS

RRP £98

RRP £40

ECHUR03 ... URCHIN BANGLE

ECHUR04... URCHIN RING BAND

RRP £96

RRP £80

Visit https://www.milomade.co.uk/wholesale/ for information about becoming a stockist.
PLACING AN ORDER

PAYMENT TERMS

Wholesale orders may be placed:

Pro-forma for all orders.

- by phone 07970 538 063
- by email orders@milomade.co.uk
- online at www.milomade.co.uk*
* To order online, a wholesale account is required. Please get in touch to
request an account. Once registered you'll get access to the password
protected wholesale version of my online shop where you can
conveniently browse products and place orders 'internet shopping' style.

Payments accepted
by BACS and most
Credit Cards
I’m not VAT registered.

MINIMUM ORDER & MARKUP
The minimum order for jewellery is £200. For subsequent orders it will be £150. Markup for jewellery is 2.4

CARRIAGE PAID
Carriage is paid on all orders over £300 in the UK mainland only. Any non-UK orders will have carriage
added at standard postage/courier rates. For orders under £300, standard Royal Mail or Parcelforce
charges will apply. Any orders exceeding 2kg will be split and sent in smaller parcels weighing up to 2kg.

LEAD TIMES
I will always confirm I have received an order via email and will inform you of an estimated delivery time
or any delays. All items are handmade to order. Please allow at least 4-6 weeks for completion and
delivery. If you need your order urgently please let me know upon ordering and I'll try my best to
accommodate.

MAILING LIST & WHOLESALE SITE
As a stockist you will automatically be added to my wholesale mailing list and gain login access to the
wholesale section of my website. You’ll be able to place pro-forma orders online as well as download
point of sale information and hi-res product images. You will also be kept up to date with Milomade
Wholesale News with regards to new collection launches, trade events and offers.

SELLING ONLINE
You can sell my products in your bricks and mortar shop as well as online. The option for online selling must be
agreed/discussed during the order process so that I am aware of how and where my products will be listed.

REFUNDS & RETURNS
Refunds are considered on a case-by-case basis. If for any reason you are unhappy with your order please
contact me within 5 days of receipt to discuss your issues. In order for you to be eligible for a refund, you
must ship the item(s) at your own expense, and the item(s) must arrive in good, undamaged, unused and
in a re-sellable condition. No shipping costs are refunded.

